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Product Name ImageProduct Name Image

Category: Digital

JagEnterprise

DVD Back To Oz
Another extraordinary tale from one of 
ISKCON's most prolific Playwrights 
Anadi Dasa of Los Angeles.   (Allen 
Hays)   This 52 minute video uses the 
familial "Wizard Of Oz" theme to remind 
us that nobody escapes the wicked witch 
of Old Age, Disease and Death!   Packed 
with action, special effects, and all the 
charm of OZ… 40 years later.   Great for 

introducing friends and guests to the core 
teachings of Krishna Consciouness.  

$8.00 OZ_CoverPromo.jpg145ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

DVD Incident At Lotus Park
This is another excellent production from 
one of ISKCON's most prolific 
Playwrights Anadi Dasa of Los Angeles.   
(Allen Hays)   This 35 minute video tells 
the story of Ajamail in a way you have 

never seen it before.  The story line is 
based on true historic events related that 
occurred during the last days of British 
rule.  Filled with special effects and a 
great twist that is excellent for educating 
the public about the extraordinay 
qualities of chanting "Hare Krishna!"

$8.00 IncedentLotusParkPromo.jpg144ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Nuclear Angel HK Grunge CD
Hare Krishna Grunge Music Twelve 
Tracks of Alternative Transcendent 
Sound!  No kartals or mrdangas here.  
This delivers Lord Caitanyas message to 
the x-Generation in Their language!
1. Kali Dog 2. A song of a thief 3.So 
many tears 4. Viva la Revolution 5. Bird 
on my Mind 6. Dazed and Amused 7. 
Hey Butcher 8. Next Step Ahead 9: 
Mask 10: I Belong to the Star 11 April 

$2.00 AnantaNuclearAge.jpg139ID#:$1.50Or More4

Category: Fashionable

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Iron-On Patch
Beautiful Jag Iron-On Patch can adorn 
any cloth item!   This makes any shirt or 
jacket look very cool! 3.25" X 3.75"  
Simply position the patch on a clean 
cotton, dennim or non-polyester fiber 
cloth and use your home Iron to activate 
the heat sensitive glue on the back.  
Within minutes you will be styling!

$7.00 JagPatchGud.jpg108ID#:$6.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Tie
This extraordinary Jagannatha Tie will 
turn every head when you where it!   
Lord Jagannatha's big eyes beam out 
from a cascad of flowers and colors.  It is 
printed on a polyester fabric that shines 

brilliantly and impresses everyone who 
sees it! 

$15.00 TiePromo.jpg143ID#:$12.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Nrsimhadeva Iron-On Patch
The Nrsimhadeva Patch has heat 
sensitive glue on the back so you can 
easily adhere it with a standard home 
iron to any strong non-nylon fabric.  It 
commands the attention of all who see it 
and will work on bookbags, shirts, 
jackets, and beadbags etc. Height: 3.5" 
Width: 3" 

$7.00 NrsimhdevaPatchGud.jpg3ID#:$6.00Or More4
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JagEnterprise

Tilak Chakra Sports Iron-On P
This brilliant iron-on patch can be 
attached to any article of clothing.    It 
looks very smart and has been 
unofficially dubbed as the logo for 
LCMM-Boat.  (Lord Caitanya's Mritya-
Mayavadi Black Operations Attach 
Team.)  2.5" Wide, 3" Tall Simply 
position the patch on a clean cotton, 
dennim or non-polyester fiber cloth and 
use your home Iron to activate the heat 
sensitive glue on the back.  Within 

minutes you will be styling!

$6.00 Chakra PatchGud.jpg114ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

YingOmYang Patch
This 2.5" round patch comes with a heat 
sensitive glue on the back which makes 
it very easy to attach to any firm non-
poyester fabric.   The image is 
appropriate for anyone who has an 
interest in both indian and asian cultures. 
Simply position the patch on a clean 

cotton, dennim or non-polyester fiber 
cloth and use your home Iron to activate 
the heat sensitive glue on the back.  
Within minutes you will be styling!

$5.00 YinOmYanShirtGudCut.jpg136ID#:$4.00Or More4

Category: Flag

JagEnterprise

Balarama Flag
Beautifulf flag of Lord Balaram, Lord 
Krishna's transcendental brother.  It 
comes complete with a full explanation 
of who Lord Balarama is on the back.  
10" wide X 15" tall.  It includes a 1.25" 
loop under the title at top that can be 
used to hang on a horizontal flag pole or 
to run a rope thru.  Made from heavy 
vinyl that is suitable for outside.  
Excellent for decorating temples or 
festival booths! 

$8.00 BalaramatITitleFix20.jpg125ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Caitanya Flag
Beautiful Flag of Sri Caitanya 
Mahaprabhu!   It comes complete with a 
full explanation of who Lord Caitanya is 
and why His Hari Nama Mission is so 
important.   10" wide X 15" tall.  It 
includes a 1.25" loop under the title at 
top that can be used to hang on a 
horizontal flag pole or to run a rope thru.  
Made from heavy vinl that is suitable for 
outside.  Excellent for decorating temples 
or festival booths! 

$8.00 CaitanyaFlinal20.jpg74ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

ChakraTilak  Flag
Beautiful Vinyl Flag that combines the 
transcendental chakra with the traditional 
Vaishnava Tilaka.  It comes complete 
with a full explanation of what these 
graphic elements mean on the back.  10" 
wide X 15" tall.  It includes a 1.25" loop 

under the title at top that can be used to 
hang on a horizontal flag pole or to run a 
rope thru.  Made from heavy vinyl that is 
suitable for outside.  Excellent for 
decorating temples or festival booths! 

$8.00 ChakraTilakFinal20.jpg80ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Ganesha Flag
Beautiful flag Of Sri Ganesha Ji, he who 
removes all obstacles from the spiritual 

journey.    It has an explanation Lord 
Ganesha and his many names on the 
back.  10" wide X 15" tall.  It includes a 
1.25" loop under the title at top that can 
be used to hang on a horizontal flag pole 
or to run a rope thru.  Made from heavy 
vinyl that is suitable for outside.  
Excellent for decorating temples or 
festival booths!  Any combination of 
various flag styles can be mixed together 
on one order to achieve the multiple 
quantity flag discounts. 

$8.00 GaneshaFlgFinal20.jpg7ID#:$7.00Or More4
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JagEnterprise

Garuda  Flag
Beautiful flag of Sri Garuda, the 
transcendental half man half-bird carrier 
of Lord Vishna.  It includes a complete 
explanation of who Sri Garuda is on the 
back of the flag.  10" wide X 15" tall.  It 
includes a 1.25" loop under the title at 
top that can be used to hang on a 
horizontal flag pole or to run a rope thru.  
Made from heavy vinyl that is suitable 
for outside.  Excellent for decorating 
temples or festival booths! 

$8.00 GarudaFlagFinal20.jpg127ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Hanuman Flag
Beautiful Flag Of Lord Hanuman which 
is ideal for topping any flagpole or top of 
Rathayatra chariott.  It is 23" long and 
15" tall this traditional shaped pendant 
flag is printed on thin polyester and 
visible from both sides. 

$6.00 HanumanFlagDoneSml.jpg52ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Flag
Beautiful flag of Lord Jagannatha,  The 
Lord of the Universe with a full 
explanation which that explains the 

origine of Rathayatra on the back.  10" 
wide X 15" tall.  It includes a 1.25" loop 
under the title at top that can be used to 
hang on a horizontal flag pole or to run a 
rope thru.  Made from heavy vinyl that is 
suitable for outside.  Excellent for 
decorating temples or festival booths! 

$8.00 JagannathaFlgFinal20.jpg124ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Krishna Flag
Beautiful Flag Of Lord Krishna, The 
Supreme Personality of Godhead who 
spoke the Bhagavad Gita to Arjuna.  It 
includes a full explanation about who 
Lord Krishna is on the back.  10" wide X 
15" tall.  It includes a 1.25" loop under 
the title at top that can be used to hang 
on a horizontal flag pole or to run a rope 
thru.  Made from heavy vinyl that is 
suitable for outside.  Excellent for 
decorating temples or festival booths! 

$8.00 KrishnaFlgFinalTitle20.jpg122ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Nrsimhadeva Flag
Beautiful Flag Of Lord Nrsimhadeva in 
his ferocious glory!   It comes complete 
with a full explanation of who Lord 
Nrsimhadeva is and why he plays such 
an important role in Vaishnava 
Philosophy  on the back.  10" wide X 15" 
tall.  It includes a 1.25" loop under the 
title at top that can be used to hang on a 
horizontal flag pole or to run a rope thru.  
Made from heavy vinyl that is suitable 
for outside.  Excellent for decorating 

temples or festival booths!  

$8.00 NrsimhadevaFlgFinal20.jpg14ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Ramachandra Flag
Beautiful Flag Of Lord Ramachandra, 
the heroic saintly prince of the 
Ramayana.    It comes complete with a 
full explanation of who Lord 
Ramachandra is on the back.  10" wide 
X 15" tall.  It includes a 1.25" loop under 
the title at top that can be used to hang 

on a horizontal flag pole or to run a rope 
thru.  Made from heavy vinyl that is 
suitable for outside.  Excellent for 
decorating temples or festival booths! 

$8.00 RamaFlagFinaWTitlelDARK20.jpg51ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Shiva  Flag
Beautiful flag of Lord Siva, the one who 
awards benedictions to his devotees.   It 
comes complete with a full explanation 

on the back that explains how Lord Siva 
appeared as Sankaracarya to delude the 
impersonalists.  10" wide X 15" tall.  It 
includes a 1.25" loop under the title at 
top that can be used to hang on a 
horizontal flag pole or to run a rope thru.  
Made from heavy vinyl that is suitable 
for outside.  Excellent for decorating 
temples or festival booths!  

$8.00 SivaFlg_Final20.jpg126ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Subhadra Flag
Beautiful Flag Of Her Grace Subhadra 
Deva, the beloved sister of Lord Krishna.   
It comes complete with a full explanation 
of who Subhadra is on the back.  10" 
wide X 15" tall.  It includes a 1.25" loop 
under the title at top that can be used to 
hang on a horizontal flag pole or to run a 
rope thru.  Made from heavy vinyl that is 
suitable for outside.  Excellent for 
decorating temples or festival booths! 

$8.00 SubhadraFlgFinal20.jpg72ID#:$7.00Or More4
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JagEnterprise

YingOmYang  Flag
Beautiful Flag that puts a twist on the 
conventional Ying-Yang logo.  In this 
case the seed dot has been replaced with 
the sacred words of "Om" written in 
Sanskrit.    Comes with a full explanation 
of each graphic element on the back.  10" 
wide X 15" tall.  It includes a 1.25" loop 
under the title at top that can be used to 
hang on a horizontal flag pole or to run a 
rope thru.  Made from heavy vinyl that is 
suitable for outside.  Excellent for 

decorating temples or festival booths! 

$8.00 YingOmYangFlgFinal20.jpg77ID#:$7.00Or More4

Category: JagProducts

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Clock
Jag "Glow In the Dark Clock" so you can 
read the time at night without turning on 
the lights.  Kids love this product!   It 
includes jeweled gopi dots over the eyes 
and colored oval stones on every hour 
petal. 12" round.

$20.00 GudClockPhotoSML.jpg100ID#:$15.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Tilaka Automobile Bronze
Identify your vehicle with this Bronze 
Mark of Vishnu automobile Tilaka.   It is 
made from extruded plastic and includes 
industrial adhesive on the back so it can 
be easily glued to any surface.  3" wide, 
1/4 relief emblem.

$5.00 AutoTilakaBronze.jpg119ID#:$4.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Tilaka Automobile Gold
Identify your vehicle with this Gold 
Mark of Vishnu automobile Tilaka.  It is 
made from extruded plastic and includes 
industrial adhesive on the back so it can 
be easily glued to any surface.  3" wide, 
1/4 relief emblem.

$5.00 AutoTilakaGold.jpg117ID#:$4.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Tilaka Automobile Silver
Identify your vehicle with this Silver 
Mark of Vishnu automobile Tilaka.  It is 

made from extruded plastic and includes 
industrial adhesive on the back so it can 
be easily glued to any surface.  3" wide, 
1/4 relief emblem.

$5.00 AutoTilakaSilver.jpg118ID#:$4.00Or More4
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Category: Jewelry

JagEnterprise

2mm Chain Gold
Thie gold chain nicely accomodates 
many of the pendants available from 
Jagannatha Enterprises. 

$1.50 2mmGoldChain.JPG135ID#:$1.25Or More4

JagEnterprise

2mm Copper Chain
This 2mm copper chain goes well with 
any of the Jagannatha Enterprises 
pendants and particularly the Copper 
Lord Caitanya Cameo.

$1.50 Copper Chain.jpg138ID#:$0.90Or More4

JagEnterprise

3mmChainSilver
This 3mm Silver chain accomodates the 
Balarama Pendant very nicely!  

$1.75 3mmSilverChain.JPG134ID#:$1.50Or More4

JagEnterprise

Balarama Pendant
Classic Balarama pendant sparkles with 
dark pearl eyes.  1.25" round.

$6.00 BalaramPendantGud.jpg110ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Caitanya Cameo Brass
Lord Caitanya is rendered as a faux-
Cameo pendant and presented in a Brass 
setting with 11 deep blue gemstones.    It 
comes complete with an appropriaely 
matching Brass chain. 1.1/4"wide X 
1.1/2" tall 

$10.00 Caitanya Bronze CameoNChain.jpg142ID#:$8.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Caitanya Cameo Copper
Lord Caitanya is rendered as a faux-
Cameo pendant and presented in a 
Copper setting with 6 Red gemstones 
complimente by 5 Amber Gems.    It 
comes complete with an appropriaely 
matching copper chain. 1.1/4"wide X 
1.1/2" tall 

$10.00 CaitanyaCameoCopper.jpg156ID#:$8.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Caitanya Cameo Hemitite
Lord Caitanya is rendered as a faux-
Cameo pendant and presented in a 
Hemitite setting with 11 deep blue 

gemstones.    It comes complete with an 
appropriaely matching Hemitite chain. 
1.1/4"wide X 1.1/2" tall 

$10.00 CaitanyaCameoHemititeSetting.jpg146ID#:$8.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Caitanya Cameo Silver
Lord Caitanya is rendered as a faux-
Cameo pendant and presented in a Silver 
setting with 11 deep blue gemstones.    It 
comes complete with an appropriaely 
matching silver chain. 1.1/4"wide X 
1.1/2" tall 

$10.00 CaitanyaCameoSilverSetting.jpg147ID#:$8.00Or More4
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JagEnterprise

Caitanya Ear Rings
These beautiful faus-cameo earrings 
portray the image of Lord Caitany on a 
simple bronze setting.  They capture the 
mood of Mahaprahu with his hanging 
sika and dunda.

$10.00 CaitanyaEarRingsGud.jpg141ID#:$8.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Earrings
New Cloisonne Jagannahta earrings. 

Women Love Them!  0.75" with 
traditonal ear loop. 

$5.00 JagEarRingVGud.jpg103ID#:$4.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha EarRings ProCol
Jagannatha EarRings have been 

extremely popular and these new format 
with process color rendering are exqusit!  

Diameter: 7/8" 

$6.00 JagEarRingNewGud2X.jpg8ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Pendant Closine
Original Jagannatha Closine Pendant 
made from New Closine.  Goes well with 
Gold chain.   Diameter: 1.25"

$5.00 JagPendantGud.jpg1ID#:$4.25Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Pendant ProCol
This process color Jagannatha Pendant 
completes the Balarama, Subhadra 
trillogy of beautiful pendants.   Goes will 
with gold chain.   Diameter 1.5"

$6.00 JagPedantVGud.jpg17ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Pin MilClutch
New Cloisonne  Jagannatha Pin has a 
military clutch which threads onto the 
post on the back and keeps pin firmly in 
place.  1.25"

$5.00 JagFirmPin.jpg104ID#:$3.50Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Small Pin
Jagannatha Pin with the usual rubber 
friction clutch on the back.  1" Photo 
etched glass cap finish.

$3.00 JagPinSml.jpg105ID#:$2.20Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Tie Clasp
This is a classical New Cloisonne Tie 
clasp with the classical Jagannatha image 
on it. 1.25" Jag Image

$5.00 JagTieClasp.jpg106ID#:$4.25Or More4
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JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Tie Tac
New Cloisonne Jag Tie Tac has a 

traditional tie tac clutch as shown in 
product photo.  1.25"

$5.00 JagTiePin.jpg107ID#:$4.25Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jag-Bal-Sub Triptych
Now you can get the whole divind family 
complete with Jagannatha, Balaram, 
Subhadra as a set.   All of these colorful 
pendants are printed in process color 
technique and make great to add to your 
alter.   Or have every member of your 
family wear the deity of their choice!    

When purchased as a set we will toss in 
the chains for FREE! 

$17.00 BalSubJag_Triptych_Sml.png163ID#:$16.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Krishna Ear Rings Process C
These beautiful ear rings match the 
Krishna Pendant and the Ornate Krishna 
necklace.  They are patita and charms all 

who see them.
Height: 3/4" Width: 5/8"

$6.00 KrishnaEarRingGud2X.jpg5ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Krishna Necklace Antique Silv
You will look absolutely stunning at the 
next major event you attend with this 
ornate Krishna Necklace.  This is an 
elegant ANTIQUE SILVER necklace 
that has a 1.5" X 1"  Clear Crystal Image 
of Krishna as it's main focal point.   It is 
enhanced with nine coplimentary blue 
gemstones and comes with matching Ear 
Rings.     

$20.00 NecklaceAntiqueSilverKrsna.jpg148ID#:$15.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Krishna Necklace Brass
You will look absolutely stunning at the 
next major event you attend with this 
ornate Krishna Necklace.  This is an 
elegant BRASS necklace that has a 1.5" 
X 1"  Clear Crystal Image of Krishna as 
it's main focal point.   It is enhanced with 
nine coplimentary crystal gemstones and 
comes with matching Ear Rings. 

$20.00 NecklaceBrassKrsna.jpg149ID#:$15.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Krishna Necklace Golden
You will look absolutely stunning at the 
next major event you attend with this 
ornate Krishna Necklace.  This is an 
elegant GOLDEN necklace that has a 
1.5" X 1"  Clear Crystal Image of 
Krishna as it's main focal point.   It is 
enhanced with nine coplimentary red 

gemstones and comes with matching Ear 
Rings.     

$20.00 NecklaceGoldKrsna.jpg140ID#:$15.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Krishna Necklace Silver
You will look absolutely stunning at the 
next major event you attend with this 
ornate Krishna Necklace.  This is an 

elegant SILVER necklace that has a 1.5" 
X 1"  Clear Crystal Image of Krishna as 
it's main focal point.   It is enhanced with 
nine coplimentary blue gemstones and 
comes with matching Ear Rings. 

$20.00 NecklaceSilverKrsna.jpg150ID#:$15.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Krishna Pendant Process Col
Tastefully announce to the world that 
you are a devotee of Lord Krishna with 
this beautiful full color process pendant.   
It goes very nicely with the matching 
gold chain. 1.3/8" wide  X 1.5" tall.

$6.00 KrishnaPendantVgud.jpg159ID#:$5.00Or More4
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JagEnterprise

Mirdanga EarRings Brass
Devotees will be charmed when they 
discover these two Mirdanga players 
hanging from your ears and engaged in a 
roubust kirtan.   Accompanied with a few 
little jewels for accent, these ear rings are 
1.5" long and have a BRASS Finish.   
Excellent gift especially for those who 
have an affection for Kirtan! 

$10.00 MirdangaEarRingsBrass.jpg153ID#:$8.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Mirdanga EarRings Copper
Devotees will be charmed when they 
discover these two Mirdanga players 
hanging from your ears and engaged in a 
roubust kirtan.   Accompanied with a few 
little jewels for accent, these ear rings are 
1.5" long and have a COPPER Finish.   
Excellent gift especially for those who 

have an affection for Kirtan! 

$10.00 MirdangaEarRingsCopper.jpg152ID#:$8.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Mirdanga EarRings Silver
Devotees will be charmed when they 
discover these two Mirdanga players 
hanging from your ears and engaged in a 

roubust kirtan.   Accompanied with a few 
little jewels for accent, these ear rings are 
1.5" long and have a Silver Finish.   
Excellent gift especially for those who 
have an affection for Kirtan! 

$10.00 MridangaEarRingsSilver.jpg151ID#:$7.50Or More4

JagEnterprise

Nrsimhadeva Pendant
Nrsimhadeva Pendant is made in New 
Cloisonee style and will protect you from 
all sorts of calamaties.   1.5" wide 1.375" 
tall.

$6.00 NrsimhadevCopperGud.jpg109ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Nrsimhadeva Pendant Proces
This process color Nrsimhadeva pendant 
is bold and captures the ferocious nature 
of the Half Man Half Lion deity.   Goes 
well with a golden chain or any other 
simple necklace on may have.  Height:  
1.34" Width: 1.5"

$6.00 NrsimhadevaPendantGud.jpg6ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Radha Krishna Cameo
This is a large Faux Cameo with an 
image of the divine couple.   It is a large 
broach which is 2" Wide and 2.5" long.  
It includes 9 large 1/4" Gems. ( 3 Red, 3 
Amber, 3 Crystal) and six smaller crystal 
gems.  It includes a heafty 30" matching 
chain making this piece a bold fashion 

statement. 

$10.00 RadhaKrishnaCameoGud.jpg154ID#:$9.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Subhadra Pendant
Ladies particularly love to adorn their 
neck with the beautiful image of Sri 
Subhadra! 1"wide, 1.25" Tall.

$6.00 SubadraPendantGud.jpg111ID#:$5.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Tilaka Business Brown (5/8")
This is a 5/8" small lapel pin which is 
very suitable for a conservative office 
environment.  Now devotees who work 
in a professional environment can still 
wear tilaka in a very tasteful way! 

$3.50 BusinessTiloksmallpht115.gif155ID#:$2.00Or More4
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JagEnterprise

Tilaka Chakra Business Pin
This distinguished looking pin is 
attractive to everyone.  I" round with 
clutch on back to hold in place. 

$5.00 ChakraPinVGud.jpg112ID#:$3.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Tilaka Chakra Shopping Bag
This strong polypropolean woven bag 
can hold up to 40lbs of groceries and 
includes bold images to let others know 
you are a transcendentalist.  Complete 
with short explanations on the ends for 
each logo.

$3.00 ShoppingChakraTilokDetail.jpg120ID#:$2.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Tilaka Chakra Social Pendant
ChakraTilak Pendant with Red Jewel has 
a lot of class!  1" Round.    Chain sold 
separately. 

$5.00 ChakraPendant1.jpg113ID#:$3.00Or More4

Category: Stickers

JagEnterprise

Balarama Stickers 20 Count
Sold in units of 20 stickers.  These 
wonderfully colored vinal stickers are 
3-3/4" square and great for decorating 
packages, book covers, or any place you 
wish to stike them to.  They are ideal for 
Sankirtan and will inspire those who take 
shelter of Lord Balaram to become 
strong, powerful, and committed to their 
darmic path!

$4.00 BalaramaStickerPromo100dpiGud.png165ID#:$3.50Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Stickers 20 Count
Sold in units of 20 stickers.  These 
wonderfully colored vinal stickers 
are3.75" square and great for decorating 
packages, book covers, or any place you 
wish to stike them to.  They are ideal for 
Sankirtan and give the blessings of Lord 
Jaganntha's transcendental smile to 
everyone he sees!

$4.00 JagStickerGudSquareSmlWeb.jpg121ID#:$3.50Or More4

JagEnterprise

Jag-Bal-Sub Tifecta
Now you can get the entire set of each 
member in Lord Jagannaths immediate 
family,  Lord Jagannatha, Lord Balaram 
and their transcendental sister Subhadra 
Devi for only 1$.    Get a few sets as 
quick and simple gifts to friends and 

children etc.

$1.00 StickerTrifectaSale For Network.jpg166ID#:$0.95Or More4

JagEnterprise

Subhadra Stickers 20 Count
Sold in units of 20 stickers.  These 
wonderfully colored vinal stickers are 2 

7/8" square and great for decorating 
packages, book covers, or any place you 
wish to stike them to.  They are ideal for 
Sankirtan and are sure to give those who 
receive them the blessings of Krishna's 
sister Subhadra Devi. 

$4.00 SubhadraStickerPromo100dpiGud.png164ID#:$3.50Or More4
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JagEnterprise

YingOmYang Static Decal
This 4" static decal can fit on any clean 
piece of glass.  It is ideal for inside a car 
on the back window or porch doors etc.   
It will cling to the surface nicely without 
the use of water and it can easily be 
moved a few times before it looses it's 
static qualities. 

$1.25 YinOmYanSDecalGud.jpg137ID#:$0.50Or More4

Category: Teaching Aids

JagEnterprise

Chart 3 Aspects of Absolute T
This is a detailed Chart illustrating the 
three aspects of the absolute truth as 
explained in Srimad Bhagavatam  1.2.11.  
The Matrix provides several ways to 
understand the differences between each 
of these aspects of Godhead.  The back 
provides further commentary to clarify 
why it is so important to grasp all three 
aspects of the Supreme Absolute Truth.  
Both sides are printed in full color on 
firm 100# durable gloss paper.

$1.00 3AspectsCorrectedWeb-96Sample.jpg130ID#:$0.75Or More10

JagEnterprise

Chart 3 Modes of Nature
This is a detailed Chart illustrating the 
three modes of nature with cross 
references to the Bhagavad Gita and the 
Srimad Bhagavatam.   The Matrix is 
excellent for helping individuals 
understand how to identify behaviour 
attributed to mode of Goodness, Pasion 
and Ignornance.  Both sides are printed 
in full color on firm 100# durable gloss 
paper. 

$1.00 3ModesNatureWeb-96Sample.jpg131ID#:$0.75Or More10

JagEnterprise

Chart 4 Legs of Dharma
This is a detailed Chart illustrating the 
four essential legs of dharma/religion as 
explained in Srimad Bhagavatam  
1.17.24-39.  The matrix illustrates how 
each principal is lost over the course of 
time and how it contributes to the 

degradation of society in Kali Yuga.  The 
back provides thoughtfull comentary to 
help fully grasp the imporance of 
restoring these essential principals of 
religion.  Both sides are printed in full 
color on firm 100# durable gloss paper.

$1.00 4LegsDharmaFrontWeb96Sample.jpg132ID#:$0.75Or More10

JagEnterprise

Four Vedic Yoga Systems Ch
This is a detailed Chart illustrating the 
four Original Vedic systems of yoga.  It 

provides an overview of each of the 
systems and delinieates where and how 
both Pantanjalies Yoga systems and the 
Kundalini Process fit in.   Excellent 
teaching aid.  Both sides are printed in 
full color on firm 100# durable gloss 
paper.

$1.00 4YogaTypesWEB-96Sample.jpg129ID#:$0.75Or More10
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JagEnterprise

Full Set of Four KC Teaching 
Economical way to purchase the 
complete set of all four high quality 
Krishna Consciousness Teaching Charts.   
The set includes one copy of:  A: The 
Three Aspects of the Absolute Truth B: 
The three modes of Nature Matrix C; 
The four legs of Dharma matrix D; The 
Four Yoga Systems.  Both sides of each 
chart are printed in full color on firm 100
# durable gloss paper.

$3.00 FourChartsDealSml.jpg133ID#:$2.50Or More10

JagEnterprise

Knowledge & Illustrated Soul
This chart provides a clear philosophical 
explanation of the various ways 
knowledge is acquiring according to the 
Vedas.  It illustrates how the individual 
is completely incapable of understanding 
the esoteric purpose of life correctly on 
his own power.  It is a great way to keep 

guests nicely engaged in learning when 
they are standing on line for prasadam.
This chart is 18" X 24" and is printed on 
high quality 100# color paper. 

$8.00 IllustratedSoul21Gud.png21ID#:$7.00Or More4

JagEnterprise

Universal Map Of Vedic Time
This is a hightly detailed map of the 
Vedic Universe which covers time all the 
way from the spritual world down to the 

time it takes for a rayof sun to cross over 
the atom in the material world.  It is an 
excellent thing to post where people are 
standing on line for prasadam because it 
is colorful, eductional, facinating and a 
great at helping people appreciate just 
how comprehensive Vedic knowledge is.  
Printed on high quaity glossy 100# 
paper. 24" X 36"

$15.00 Universe34.png20ID#:$13.50Or More4

Category: Umbrella

JagEnterprise

Balarama Umbrella
This Balarama Umbrella is large and 
strong as one would expect a Balarama 
Umbrella to be. It comes with a read 
sheath to protect in and keep in neat and 
safe when not in use. It has a total 
canopy span of 48"  and will not only 
protect you from both rain and too much 
Sunshine, but it will also let everyone 
around you know that you are taking 
shelter of the Supreme Lords 
Transcendental brother!. 

$20.00 Balarama Umbrella.jpg40ID#:$19.00Or More3

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Fold Umbrella
Jag Pocket umbrella collapses so it can 
fit into your pocket or purse.  It can be 
used to keep you dry when it rains, and 
keep you cool when the sun shines too 
much.   3' wide when fully opened. 

$15.00 BrellaFolding.jpg102ID#:$13.00Or More3

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Inverted Umbrella
This is the  best of all Jagannatha 
Umbrellas.  It folds in at the top to 
collect rainwater into the middle and 
allows one to easily stay protected from 
the raindrops when slipping into a car.   
The canopy image expands to the 

standard 36" width like all the other 
Jagannatha Umbrellas but it includes a 
second inner cloth of bright red that 
encapsulates Jagannatha's divine image 
and protects is when the umbrella is not 
in use.  The second inner canopy makes 
this the strongest of all the Jagannatha 
Umbrella product lines.  It comes with a 
sheath that has a shoulder strap which 
can be worn like a quiver for arrows. 

$20.00 JagInverted-Brella.jpg167ID#:$18.00Or More3

JagEnterprise

Jagannatha Stick Umbrella
This is the classical Jagannatha Pop-Up 

Stick Umbrella .   It can be used to keep 
you dry when it rains, and keep you cool 
when the sun shines too much.   3' wide 
when fully opened. 

$20.00 maria_T10G.jpg101ID#:$15.00Or More4
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JagEnterprise

Subhadra Collapsible Umbrell
This is a beautiful rendition of Krishna's 
divine sister Subhadra, the Goddess in 
charge of the spiritual energy. She is only 
available as a collapsible umbrella which 
fits nicely into a jacket pocket or ladies 
purse. Her canopy is supported by nylon 
spines which are more durable than 
folding umbrellas that use aluminum 
ribs. When opened her smile spreads 
across a 36-inch span to match the same 
coverage available from her older brother 

Lord Jagannatha himself. This is a really 
fun umbrella that will attract attention 
everywhere you go and bring a smile to 
everyone you meet.  

$15.00 Subhadra Brella.jpg41ID#:$13.00Or More3

JagEnterprise

Subhadra Folding Unbrella
This is the same beautiful image on the  
Subhadra, umbrella but it is in the 
collapsing style format. 
This is a really fun umbrella that will 
attract attention everywhere you go and 
bring a smile to everyone you meet. 

$15.00 Sub-BrellaFold.png43ID#:$14.00Or More8
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